This paper is organized as follows. In $1 we state the Murasugi conditions and show that when n is prime these conditions are equivalent to verifiable conditions (involving factoring polynomials in s"[J[tJ where ; is a primitive nth root of unity).
Section 2 discusses a converse to the results described in Section I. Whereas those results place necessary conditions on a polynomial to be the Alexander polynomial of a periodic knot. here we will show that under certain restrictions a polynomial satisfying those conditions is in fact the polynomial of a periodic knot. If a knot has period n. the linking number of K and B. 2. is uniquely determined by n and the Alexander polynomial of K. We will show that if a polynomial satisfies the Murasugi conditions with 1 = I then there is a period n knot with that Alexander polynomial. This result should be compared to Seifert's characterization of Alexander polynomials of knots [Z!, 131, which states that a polynomial /is a knot polynomial if and only if/is symmetric andf( 1) = + I. It also relates to Levine's construction of links with specified link polynomials [!4 ].
In the third section we will discuss splittings of Alexander modules of periodic knots.
generalizing some of Murasugi's conditions to the higher Alexander polynomials. The observation that the first homology of the infinite cyclic cover of a complement of a knot of period n is a E[G x H]-module allows one to apply elementary representation theory. Section 4 gives bounds on the possible periods of a knot based solely on its polynomial. In particular. it is shown that each nontrivial Alexander polynomial determines an upper bound on the possible periods of knots having that polynomial. In $5 WC present explicit examples of applications of the criteria developed earlier. Although known for some time, some of the criteria restricting the possible periods of knots have not been applied. even in the published cnumcrations of results concerning knots with crossing number less than I I. (SW for instance Burdc and Zicshang [4] .)
Our work applies to psriodic knots in homology spheres. as does much of the earlier work quoted. The only restriction is that Ai = I. as delined below. 5 
. S U R V E Y O F R F S U L T S
NorATIoN. A' will be a knot of period n. invariant under the transformation T with axis B. The quotient S'/ T is homeomorphic to S' and the quotient map is a branched cover. The images of K and B in the quotient are denoted R and fi. The linking number of K and B, which equals that of K and f?, is denoted 1. As K is connected, it follows that n and 1 are relatively prime. (Conversely every periodic knot arises in the following manner. Let Bu R be a 2-component link in S' whose linking number is relatively prime to n. If 8is unknotted, the inverse image of R in the n-fold cyclic cover branched over B gives a knot of period n.)
The Alexander polynomial of a knot J is denoted A,(r). For a link L with two components, we denote the two-variable Alexander polynomial by AL(s, t). Let [. (or just C when n is understood) be the primitive n-th root of unity given by exp(2ni/n). Let G denote the cyclic group of order n with generator y and let h, = Z/nZ. Finally, we let S,(f) = (I -?),'(I -I).
RESL . LTS . The key result concerning the polynomial of the periodic knot is that it is determined by the polynomial of the link consisting of R and B. The formula, first proved in In the case that n is a prime power p', the following congruence holds when (A, n) satisfies the Murasugi conditions. Here ai = ;'. 3. f(l) = ai( 4. f(t) = i"tb/(r), where/?(t) is the complex conjugate of/(t-'). 5. A = (~i(t))P-'(~(f))pmod(p).
As will be seen in $5. these modified criteria are easily checked. It is clear that they follow from the Murasugi conditions.
Here is the converse. Prooj: The Rim square below is a pullback, for G a cyclic group of prime order p.
The top arrow is the augmentation. A second result of Levine corresponds to our second construction showing that if a polynomial satisfying the Torres conditions for 1 > 1 can be factored in a specified way, then it too can be realized by a link. Our proof uses a simple companionship argument.
Preliminaries
In order to construct a knot with a specified polynomial satisfying Murasugi's condi- Suppose that S' is a knot in the complement of Bu R, which is null homologous in S' -(Bu K). Then the preimage of S' in M consists of a family of curves, 9, on which Z x G acts freely. Hence if we denote one of those lifts by S, every element in 9' can be written uniquely as (1'. g')S, where r is a generator of H. i is an integer, and 0 < j < n.
The homology group H,(M -Y) is a free Z[Z x G] = Z[G]
[r, t-'1 module on one generator. m,, the meridian of S. Now suppose that surgery is performed on S'. The resulting manifold continues to have a Z x G-cover, which we will denote N. (In our case the complement of R u B in the surgered manifold continues to have first homology Z x Z. as we will perform + 1 or -I surgery. In general the B x G cover is obtained from the representation that sends m, to (1.0). mb to (0, g). and the meridian of S'. m,.. to (0. e).) N is obtained from 5f by performing Z[G][r. t-'1 equivariant surgery on 9. If integer surgery was performed on S', then the surgery on Y will also be integer surgery.
The homology of N is a Z[G] [t, r-i] module with one generator and one relation corresponding to the surgery. The relation is given by f(t) = Za,.,gj$. Here ai,, = Ik(S, gjt'S). (Linking numbers in D2 x 64 are as usual.) The one special case is a,,,, which is given by the surgery coefficient. It will be seen that in our situation it is determined by the other coefficients.
Altering the surgery curve S'
Let z be an embedded path in the complement of the periodic knot and its axis, meeting S' only in its end points. (See Fig. 1 .) There are well defined linking numbers d, = Ik(z. R) and L, = Ik(x, B) obtained by computing the linking numbers of R and B with the closed path formed as the union of z and a path on S'. As s' does not link either K or s these are well defined. We will assume from now on that at least one of the two linking numbers is not 0.
Using a the curve s' can be altered as illustrated in Fig. 2 . This will be called an a move of type d. where d is the number of full twists around S'. if the surgery coefhcient on s' is not altered, we want to identify the effect this has on the polynomial/(t). First note that z lifts to a family of arcs in M which is freely permuted by the Z x G action. Let a denote the lift which is based on S. The other endpoint of a is on (r"*, y'")S. This curve is distinct from S. If the move in Fig. 2 is performed on S'. there is a corresponding alteration of the link 9. The only two linking numbers between S and another component of 9' that are atTected are between S and the two components, (tlk, y*")S and (t-lk, ywAb )S. (In effect, S has reached out and grabbed (I'~, y"")S. At the same time (f -Ir, g-Ib)S has reached out and grabbed S.) Each of the two linking numbers is changed by d. Hence, the polynomial / is changed by adding on the term d(g-"bt-"k + gibtLk). The surgery coefficient will also be changed. We will check that later. (A careful analysis at this point would show that in fact the change in the surgery coefficient is -2d.)
Completion of the proof of Theorem 1. 1 We want to construct an example of a triple (K, fi, S') such that the resulting polynomial is some specified Z[G] polynomial, Ac(g, t). As we are in the L = 1 case, the polynomial AG is assumed to have the following properties, derived from Murasugi's conditions. First, AG is symmetric; that is, that Ac(g-', I-*) = Ac(g, t). Secondly, we assume that AJg, 1) = I. It is clear at this point that our construction has produced a triple (R, fi, S') for which the polynomial is the desired A,. except perhaps the constant term. The constant term will turn out to be correct if one of + I or -I surgery is performed on S'. To see this. note that the Z[G] [r, t-'1 polynomial that corresponds to our triple has augmentation which is the Alexander polynomial of the knot K' in the S3 that results from the surgery (either + I or -I) on S'. Hence, after augmenting, if our polynomial is evaluated at I, the result will be either + 1 or -1. The polynomial AG, after augmenting and evaluating at 1 yields + 1 by assumption. This implies that our polynomial has either the correct constant term, or is off by two. Since switching from -1 to + 1 surgery will change the constant coefficient by 2, one of the choices will yield the correct polynomial.
(A careful analysis shows that the a 
Other suficiency results
By using a companionship argument we are able to construct a variety of polynomials which arc Alexander polynomials for periodic knots, with ). # 1. Suppose that .I a knot of period n. Removing the axis B from S' yields a knot J' in S' x D', with winding number 2,. There is a natural longitude to that S' x D'. Now if K is a knot in S', and f is a longitude preserving map of S' x LIZ to a neighborhood of K, then j(J) is a "satellite" knot with companion K. A result of Seifert [22] , states that A,,,.,(f) = A,WA,z(rA'). In this situation, if K is also of period p with winding number I., thcnf(J') is also period n with winding number I, '1,.
Hence the following result: + (p' -I)(). -I) . If A,-is non-trivial, then we have degA > 2~'. If it is trivial then 1 # 1, and hence degA 2 (p' -I)(2 -I). For p = 2, we can do a little better since L cannot be 2, so degA 2 (2' -I)(3 -I). 0
I. If
The bounds in the corollary are sharp:
Example. For p odd, the (2, p') torus knot is of period pr and its Alexander polynomial, (t2" -l)(r -l)/(t' -l)(t2 -1) is manic and of degree p' -1. The (3,2') torus knot has period 2 and Alexander polynomial (c~('~) -l)(t -l)/(t) -l)(c"') -1). which is manic and of degree 2"+ " -2.
Since a knot K of period n also has period d for all prime power factors p' dividing n, the above corollary gives a priori bounds on the period of a knot with non-trivial Alexander polynomial. For example, suppose that AK is of degree 20 and has leading coefficient (73) (23) (31'). Then any period of K must be a divisor of (2')(3')(5)(7')( 1 l) ( 13) 
Akrander module
Recall that rationally the Alexander module of a periodic knot splits as the direct sum of the Alexander module of the quotient knot and a second factor. If (A)' divides the Alexander polynomial of the knot, then clearly the second Alexander polynomial Az.x must be nontrivial.
The knots 10h2. lo,,. IO,,. lo,,, and lo,,:, are all listed as having period 2 in [4] . In [I] it was shown that lo,, and lo,,, in fact are not of period 2. Our methods show that all five do not have period 2. In each case A is divisible by a square polynomial.
However, in all these cases, a check of Murasugi's congruence shows that the polynomial divides 3 but that the square does not. Finally, all these knots have trivial second Alexander polynomial.
The knot IO,,, is listed as having period 3 in [4] . However, Murasugi's congruence implies that i = t' -t + 1. so the same argument implies that the second Alexander ideal is nontrival, again a contradiction.
Reali;ability examples
Each of the knots IO,,. 10q5. and 10,,2. are listed as having possible period 3 in [4] . In each case hyperbolic methods [I] have shown that these do not have period 3. The results of Section 2 show (see below) that in each case these knots have the Alexander polynomials of period 3 knots. Also. IO,,, has the Alexander polynomial of a period 7 knot by (1.2) but Traczyk [26] has shown that lOto, does not have period 7 using the Kauffman bracket polynomial (see also [I] ). The polynomial for IO,, factors as a product of a period 3.1 = 2, knot polynomial. and a period 3. i = I. knot polynomial (by 1.2). Hence apply Theorem 2.1.
For log5 note that rJ -31' + 5r' -3r + I factors as 
